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Our first paper with the above title was a study of when a morphism of pro-(pointed homotopy) 
which is invertible in pro-homotopy is invertible in pro-(pointed homotopy). In this note we give 
another sufficient condition for invertibility. In the language of shape theory, we are discussing 
when a pointed shape morphism which is an unpointed shape equivalence is a pointed shape 
equivalence. Developing methods of the previous paper, we prove that if pro-r, of the target is 
an inverse sequence all of whose bonds have finite ‘cokernel’, then the morphism is invertible in 
the pointed category. As one would expect, this apparently pointed property of pro-r, is an 
unpointed invariant. 
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pointed homotopy pro-homotopy finite index 
This note is an addendum to our paper [l]. The reader is directed to the 
introduction to [l] for motivation, and to Section 3 of [l] for notation and ter- 
minology, in particular for the standing Hypothesis I. For a quick idea of the point 
of this note start reading after the proof of the following Theorem. 
Theorem. Assume Hypothesis I. If, for each n, the subgroup q$‘( TX1 Y,,,) has jinite 
index in v, Y,,, then f is an isomorphism in pro-(Pointed Homotopy). 
Proof. As in [I], we find w, E rrl Y,, such that qi” T qEf2 where T, = o,+,w,w~:,. 
By [l, 3.61 it is enough to show that for each n there exists k> n such that in r, Y,, 
w, commutes with Oj for all j 2 k (where, as in [l, 3.41, we abbreviate q$(oj) to oj). 
We first note that there exists p > 0 such that o, and w”,+, commute. To see this, 
note that since the image of T, Yn+2 has finite index in 7r, Y,,,, there are two distinct 
positive powers of w,+,, say ai+, and wiI{ belonging to the same coset. So 
P w,+~ E image(m, Y,,+*), and since o”,,, and 7, commute, w”,+, commutes with w,. 
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In the same way, there is an infinite sequence n + 1 < n, < n2 <. . . such that the 
elements w;$‘)w,~w~;: are all in the same coset of image(n, Y,,+J in m’ Y,,‘. Hence 
w,~I;-‘)w~’ n, %,~I’+, P’ E image( rr, Yn+2) for all r > s 3 1, and it commutes with T,,. So 
w,$-‘)w-’ p--l - 
n, %,6Jn+1 p--l - ~,+l~“~,:‘~,!q~‘)~,~~,,~.+l~,+‘~,’~,:’ 
-p -l P -’ -’ 
= wl+lw#Jn+l~n~ wI~wn+‘w. wn+1 
= w,g-‘Iw 
n 
w-’ -1 p-1 
n, w”rw. wn+1 
(the last equality holds because of the previous paragraph). Thus w~~‘w,, = 
w,wTl,lwn,w;‘. But, by [l, 3.51, w;‘w;,‘w,,,w,~w, = w;~‘w,,w,~. So w, and w,,~ commute 
for all s 2 1. Ifjs n’+ 1, then w~~w~,‘w~w,,,~,, = w,,‘wjw,, [l, 3.51. Hence w, commutes 
with w,, since w, commutes with w,,. 0 
An inverse sequence {G, + G2 t. * -} of groups has pro-jinite index if image (G,,‘) 
has finite index in G,, for all n. Obviously the sequence has this property if and 
only if a cofinal subsequence has this property if and only if all its cofinal sub- 
sequences have this property; so it is an invariant of pro-groups. However, a slightly 
stronger statement is desirable. Say that two homomorphisms of groups 4, 4’: G’ + 
Gz are homotopic if there exists w E G2 such that +‘= T, 0 4. (i.e. 4’(g) = wP’+(g)w 
for all g E G’). Let % be the category of groups and homotopy classes of 
homomorphisms. 
Proposition. Let {G,,} and {H,,} be inverse sequences of groups. If {G,} has pro-jinite 
index and if {G,,} is isomorphic to {H,} in pro-%, then {H,} has pro-jkite index. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that, after passing 
necessary, there is a diagram which commutes in V: 
G, - G,+’ 
to cofinal subsequences if 
such that the outer square and upper triangle commute, and such that 4,’ 0 IL,, = 
TX. 0 (bond) where x, E H,. Compare [l, Section 31 and [2, in this issue, pp. 289-296, 
Section 21. We have subgroups of H, as follows: 
im(G,+J= T,. 0 TX”+, im(K+J=im(G,+‘)c T,“(im(K+‘))=im(G,). 
Since im(G,+z) has finite index in im(G,), the result follows easily. 0 
The application to shape theory is now immediate (see [3] or [4] for relevant 
shape theory). 
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Corollary. Let X and Y be compact connected metric shapes, and let y, y’ E Y. Then 
pro-r,( Y, y) has pro-finite index if and only if pro-r,( Y, y’) has pro-finite index. 
If f: (X, x) + ( Y, y) is a morphism of pointed shape which is invertible in unpointed 
shape, and if pro-n,( Y, y) has pro-finite index, then f is invertible in pointed 
shape. q 
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